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Abstract Labeled types and a new relation between types are added to
the lambda calculus of objects as described in  This relation is a tradeo
between the possibility of having a restricted form of width subtyping and the
features of the delegationbased language itself The original type inference
system allows both specialization of the type of an inherited method to the
type of the inheriting object and static detection of errors such as message
notunderstood  The resulting calculus is an extension of the original one
Type soundness follows from the subject reduction property
  Introduction
Objectoriented languages can be classied as either classbased or delegationbased
languages In classbased languages such as Smalltalk  and C
  
	 the imple
mentation of an object is specied by its class Objects are created by istantiating
their classes In delegationbased languages objects are dened directly from other
objects by adding new methods via method addition and replacing old methods
bodies with new ones via method override Adding or overriding a method pro
duces a new object that inherits all the properties of the original one In this paper
we consider the delegationbased axiomatic model developed by Fisher Honsell and
Mitchell and in particular we refer to the model in 
 and  This calculus oers
  a very simple and eective inheritance mechanism
  a straightforward mytype method specialization
  dynamic lookup of methods and
  easy denition of binary methods
The original calculus is essentially an untyped lambda calculus enriched with
object primitives There are three operations on objects method addition denoted
by he

 me

i to dene methods method override he

 me

i to redene
methods and method call e  m to send a message m to an object e In the
system of 
 the method addition makes sense only if method m does not occur
in the object e while method override can be done only if m occurs in e If the
expression e

denotes an object without method m then he

 me

i denotes a new
object obtained from e

by adding the method body e

for m When the message m is
sent to he

 me

i the result is obtained by applying e

to he

 me

i similarly
for he

 me

i
This form of selfapplication allows to model the special symbol self of object
oriented languages directly by lambda abstraction Intuitively the method body
e
must be a function and the rst actual parameter of e

will always be the
object itself The type system of this calculus allows methods to be specialized
appropriately as they are inherited
We consider the type of an object as the collection of the types of its methods
The intuitive denition of the width subtyping then is  is a subtype of  if  has
more methods than   The usual subsumption rule allows to use an object of type
 in any context expecting an object of type   In the original object calculus of

 no width subtyping is possible because the addition of the method m to the
object e is allowed if and only if m does not occur in e So the object e could not
be replaced by an object e
 
that already contains m
Moreover it is not possible to have depth subtyping namely to generalize the
types of methods that appear in the type of the object because with method over
ride we can give type to an expression that produces runtime errors a nice example
of  is translated in the original object calculus in 
In this paper we introduce a restricted form of subtyping informally written
as     This relation is a width subtyping ie a type of an object is a subtype
of another type if the former has more methods than the latter Subtyping is con
strained by one restriction  is a subtype of another type  if and only if we can
assure that the methods of  that are not methods of   are not referred to by the
methods also in   The restriction is crucial to avoid that methods of  will refer
to the forgotten methods of  causing a runtime error The subtyping relation
allows to forget methods in the type without changing the shape of the object it
follows that we can type programs that accept as actual parameters objects with
more methods than could be expected The information on which methods are used
is collected by introducing labeled types A rst consequence of this relation is that
it can be possible to have an object in which a method is via a new operation
added more than once For this reason we introduce a dierent symbol to indicate
the method addition operation on objects namely
he

 me

i
The operation behaves exactly as the method addition of 
 but it can be used
to add the same method more than once For example in the object
hhe

 me

i me

i
the rst addition of the method m is forgotten by the type inference system via a
subsumption rule Our extension gives the following positive consequences
  objects with extra methods can be used in any context where an object with
fewer methods might be used
  our subtyping relation does not cause the shortcomings described in 
  we do not loose any feature of the calculus of 

We also extend the set of objects and we present an alternative operational
semantics Our evaluation rules search method bodies more directly and deal with
possible errors This semantics was inspired by  where the calculus is proved
to be ChurchRosser The typing of the operator for searching methods uses the
information given by labeled types in a essential way
This paper is organized as follows In section  we present our language and the
evaluation strategy in section  we give the type inference rules for the calculus
and the subtyping relation Some interesting examples showing the power of this
calculus with respect to the original one are illustrated In section 	 we prove
some structural properties of the system and we give a subject reduction theorem
Moreover we prove the type soundness in the sense that we show that the type
system prevents messagenotunderstood errors
 Untyped Calculus of Objects
The untyped lambda calculus enriched with object related syntactic forms is dened
as follows
e  x j c j xe j e

e

j hi j he

 me

i j he

 me

i j e m j e m j err
where x is a term variable c belongs to a xed set of constants and m is a method
name The object forms are
hi the empty object
he

 me

i extends object e

with a new method m having body e


he

 me

i replaces the body of method m in e

by e


e m sends message m to the object e
e m searches the body of the message m into the object e
err the error object
Notice that the last two object forms are not present in the original calculus of 

Let  denote  or The description of an object via  operations is
intensional and the object corresponding to a sequence of can be extensionally
dened as follows
Denition Let m

     m
k
 and n be distinct method names hm

e

     m
k
e
k
i
is dened as
 h   hhi m

e

i    m
k
e
k
ihm

e

     m
k
e
k
i
 hhm

e

     m
i
e
i
     m
k
e
k
i m
i
e
 
i
ihm

e

     m
i
e
 
i
     m
k
e
k
i
 hhm

e

     m
k
e
k
i ne
 
ihm

e

     m
k
e
k
 ne
 
i
So hm

e

     m
k
e
k
i is the object in which each method body corresponds to
the outermost assignment by addition or by override perfomed on the method
 The Evaluation Rules
The operational semantics of the original calculus of 
 is mainly based on the
following evaluation rules for reduction and for message sending reduction
 xe

e

eval
 e

	xe

 he

 me

i  m
eval
 e

he

 me

i
To send message m to the object e means applying the body of m to the object itself
In fact the body of m is a lambda abstraction whose rst bound variable will be
substituted by the full object in the next step of reduction
The problem that arises in the calculus of objects is how to extract the appropri
ate method out of an object The most natural way is moving the required method
in an accessible position the most external one This means to treat objects as
sets of methods Unfortunately this approach is not possible in fact the typing
rules of objects depend on the order of  operations For instance the typing of
e

in the object expression hhe

 me

i ne

i depends on the typing of the
subobjects e

and he

 me

i
The approach chosen in 
 to solve the problem of method order is to add to
the
eval
 relation a bookeeping relation
book
  This relation leads to a standard form
in which each method is dened exactly once with the extension operation using
some dummy bodies and redened exactly once with the override operation
giving it the desired body
In our system the notion of standard form is unuseful since the subject reduction
property does not hold for the
book
 part of the evaluation rule On the other hand
we can use the extra information contained in types to type correctly the extraction
of the bodies of methods from the objects it will be clear how in paragraph 
Therefore we propose the following operational semantics We list here only the
most meaningful reduction rules Appendix  contains the full set of rules which
includes rules of error propagation The evaluation relation is the least congruence
generated by these rules
 xe

e

eval
 e

	xe

 e m
eval
 e me
succ he

 me

i  m
eval
 e

next he

 ne

i  m
eval
 e

 m
fail hi hi  m
eval
 err
fail abs xe m
eval
 err
To send message m to the object e still means applying the body of m to the object
itself The dierence is that in our semantics the body of the method is recursively
searched by the  operator without modifying the shape of the full object if such
a method does not exist the object evaluates to error
Remark The rule fail var x m
eval
 err is unsound since the variable x could
be substituted by applying a reduction by an object containing the method m
 Static Type System
The central part of the type system of an object oriented language consists of the
types of objects In 
 the type of an object is called a classtype It has the form
class thhm



     m
k

k
ii
where hhm



     m
k

k
ii is called a row expression This type expression describes
the properties of any object e that can receive messages m
i
 e  m
i
 producing a
result of type 
i
 for   i  k The bound variable t may appear in 
i
 referring
to the object itself Thus a classtype is a form of recursivelydened type As a
simple example of types in 
 we consider the following point object
point
def
 hxself  mv
x
self dxhself  xsself  x  dxii
with the following classtype
class thhxint mv
x
inttii
A signicant aspect of this type system is that the type intt of method mv
x
does not change syntactically if we perform a method addition of a method color
to build a colored point object from point Instead the meaning of the type
changes since before the color adjuction the bound variable t referred to an object
of type point and after t refers to an object of type colored point
So the type of a method may change when a method is inherited the authors
of 
 called this property method specialization also called mytype specialization
in  The typing rules assure that every possible type for an added method will
be correct and this is done via a sort of implicit higherorder polymorphism
To allow subtyping we add a new sort of types the labeled types that carry
on the information about the methods used to type a certain method body This
information is given by a subscript which is a set of method names The methods
used to type a body are roughly the method names which occur in the body itself
For example suppose that the object e

has a method m with body e

 that in e

a message n is sent to the bound variable self and a method n
 
of e

 is overriden
Then the type  of e

is subscripted by the set fn n
 
g since e

uses n n
 
 These
labeled types are written inside the row of the classtype and they do not appear
externally Therefore in our system the object point will have the following class
type
class thhxint
fg
 mv
x
intt
fxg
ii
We can forget by subtyping those methods that are not used by other methods in
the object ie a method is forgettable if and only it does not appear in the labels
of the types of the remaining methods This dependency is correctly handled in
the typing rules for adding and overriding methods ie obj ext and obj over
where the labels of types are created We refer to section 	 for some meaningful
examples
 Types Rows and Kinds
The type expressions include type constants type variables function types and
classtypes In this paper a term will be an object of the calculus or a type or a
row or a kind
The symbols    
    are metavariables over types  ranges over type con
stants t self    range over type variables  ranges over labels      range
over labeled types R r range over rows and row variables respectively m n   
range over method names and  ranges over kinds The symbols a b c    range
over term variables or constants u v    range over type and row variables U 
V     range over type row and kind expressions and nally A B C    range
over terms All symbols may appear indexed The set of types rows and kinds are
mutually dened by the following grammar
Types    j t j  j class tR
Labels   fg j  	 fmg
Labeled Types   

Rows R  r j hhii j hhR j mii j tR j R
Kinds   T j T
n
m

     m
k
 n 
  k 
 
We say that  is the type and  is the label of the labeled type 


The row expressions appear as subexpressions of classtype expressions with
rows and types distinguished by kinds Intuitively the elements of kind m

     m
k

are rows that do not include method names m

     m
k
 We need this informa
tion to guarantee statically that methods are not multiply dened In what fol
lows we use the notation m

as short for m




 
     m
k

k

k
and m as short for
m



     m
k

k

We say that a row R
 
is a subrow of a row R if and only if RhhR
 
j mii for
suitable m and 
The set SR of labels of a row R is inductively dened by
ShhiiSrfg ShhR j m

iiSR 	 StRSR and SR SR
In our system the contexts are dened as follows
   j  x j  tT j  r j  

 


and the judgement forms are
     R       T   

 

  e   
The judgement    can be read as  is a wellformed context The meaning of
the other judgements is the usual one
 Typing Rules
In this subsection we discuss all the typing rules which are new with respect to

 except for the subsumption rule which will be discussed in the next section
More precisely we present the rules for extending an object with a new method
or for redening an existing one with a new body the rule for searching method
bodies and the rule for sending messages The remaining rules of the type system
are presented in Appendix 
We can assume without loss of generality that the order of methods inside rows
can be arbitrarily modied this assumption allows to write the method m as the
last method listed in the classtype A formal denition of type equality is given in
Appendix 
The obj ext rule performs a method addition producing the new object he

 n
e

i This rule always adds the method to the syntactic object in case the latter
is not present or it is present in the object but it was previously forgotten in the
type by an application of the subtyping rule sub  Another task performed by
this rule is to build the labeled type 
f

mg
for the new method n where the label
fmg represents the set of all methods of e

that are useful to type ns body
obj ext
  e

 class thhR j mii  tT  R  m n n  ShhR j mii
 rTm n  e

 class thhrt j m n
f

mg
ii	tt  r not in 
  he

 ne

i  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii
The condition n  ShhR j mii prevents unmeaningful labels since the typings
of the previously added methods cannot use n This condition is not derivable since
e

could be a term variable
The obj over rule types an object in which method n is overrided as in the
original rule of 
 The label  is changed to fmg because  represents the depen
dences of the previous body of n and these ones could not hold anymore for the
new body
obj over
  e

 class thhR j m n

ii
 rTm n  e

 class thhrt j m n
f

mg
ii	tt  r not in 
  he

 ne

i  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii
In the obj ext and the obj over rules we say that the method n uses all the
methods belonging to the label fmg associated with the labeled type of n
The meth search rule asserts that the type of the extracted method body is
an instance of the type we deduced for it when the method was added by an obj
ext rule or overrided by an obj over rule Note that the labels are used in an
essential way in this rule
meth search
  e  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii  tT  R
 
 m n
  e n  class thhR
 
j m n
f

mg
ii	tt 
The meth appl rule is a sort of unfolding rule in fact the classtype is a form
of recursive type and it does not need any futher explanation
meth appl
  e  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii
  e n  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii	t 
 The Subtyping Relation and the Subsumption Rule
The subtyping relation is based on the information given by the labeled types of
methods in rows Looking at rules obj ext and obj over it is clear that if the
body of the method n in e has type   and its typing uses the methods m of e then
the type of e will be class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii for suitable R and  In other words
we label the types of the methods in rows by the sets of methods the typing of their
bodies depends on
The width  rule says that a type is a subtype of another type if the forgotten
methods ie the methods not occurring in the second type are not in the union
of the sets of labels of the remaining methods The condition n  SR formally
assures that the remaining methods do not use the methods n
width 
  class thhR j nii  T n  SR
  class thhR j nii  class tR
Clearly we can forget groups of mutually recursive methods with this rule
We have also the usual subtyping rules for constants reexivity transivity and
for the arrow type constructor that behaves controvariantly in its domain with
respect to the  relation The full subtyping system is given in Appendix 
Let two classtypes 

and 

be given such that the judgement   

 

is
derivable and the object e is of type 

 The sub  rule says that we can derive
also type 

for e It follows that the object e can be used in any context in which
an object of type 

is required The possibility of giving more types to the same
object makes our calculus more expressive than the original one
sub 
  e  

  

 

  e  


Using the sub  rule we can obtain judgements of the shape   e  class tR
where n is a method of e but   R  n In this case we say that this rule forgets
the method n It is important to remark that when a method is forgotten in the
type of an object it is like it was never added to the object
 Examples
In this section we will present two examples the rst shows how our subtyping
relation works on a critical example of  The second example gives a simple
object typable in our calculus but not typable in the original calculus
Example  Given the following objects
p

def
 hxself  mv
x
self dxhself  xsself  x  dxii
p

def
 hxself  yself  mv
x
self dxhself  xsself  x  dxi
mv
y
self dyhself  ysself  y  dyii
we can derive  p

 P

and  p

 P

 where
P

def
 class thhxint mv
x
intt
fxg
ii
P

def
 class thhxint yint mv
x
intt
fxg
 mv
y
intt
fyg
ii
and int stands for int
fg

It is easy to verify that in our system P

 P

 This relation between P

and P

is
the one we want to have since it is the intuitive relation between a onedimensional
point and a twodimensional point If we modify p

and p

as follows
p
 

def
 hp

 mv
x
self dxself i
p
 

def
 hhp

 xself self  mv
x
 yi mv
x
self dxself i
we can derive  p
 

 P
 

and  p
 

 P
 

 where
P
 

def
 class thhxint mv
x
inttii
P
 

def
 class thhxint
fmv
x
yg
 yint mv
x
intt mv
y
intt
fyg
ii
Now P
 

 P
 

 because we cannot forget the y method since the x method uses
it Therefore we are unable to assign type P
 

to the object p
 

 In this way we avoid
the so called messagenotunderstood error In fact if we allowed P
 

 P
 

 we would
get  p
 

 P
 

by subtyping Then it would be possible to override the mv
x
method
of p
 

by a body that has an output of type P
 

 Since the x method of p
 

uses y
this would produce a runrime error Let us formalize this situation the original
pattern appears in  paragraph 
	 Suppose to override the object p
 

as follows
p
  

def
 hp
 

 mv
x
self dxp
 

i
If we send message x to p
  

 then an error occurs since the body of x sends the
message y to the object self  mv
x
 but this object does not have any y method
Example  Consider the object draw that can receive two messages figure that
describes a geometrical gure and plot that given a point colors it black or white
depending on the position of the point with respect to the gure The object draw
accepts as input both a colored point or a point This would be impossible in the
original system of 
 since there one would have to write two dierent objects one
for colored points and one for points with dierent bodies for the method plot In
fact for colored points we need an override instead of an extension For the object
draw
draw
def

hfigureself dxdydyfdx plotself pif self  figure
p xp y then hp colself blacki else hp colself whiteii
we can derive  draw  DR where
DR
def
 class thhfigureintintbool plotPCP 
ffigureg
ii
P
def
 class thhxint yint mv
x
intt
fxg
 mv
y
intt
fyg
ii
CP
def
 class thhxint yint mv
x
intt
fxg
 mv
y
intt
fyg
 colorcolorsii
 Properties of the System
In this section we will show that our extension has all the good properties of the
original system We follow the same pattern of  rst we introduce some substitu
tion lemmas and then the notion of derivation in normal form that simplies the
proofs of technical lemmas and the proof of the subject reduction theorem Proofs
of lemmas that easily extend the ones of the original system in  are omitted
 Substitution Properties
The following lemmas are useful to show both a substitution property on type and
kind derivations and to specialize classtypes with additional methods Let U  V
stands for U  V or U  V 
Lemma  If  u

V

 
 
 U

V

and   U

 V

and  U

	u


 
  then
 U

	u


 
 U

	u

U

 U

	u

V


 If  u

V

 
 
  and   U

 V

then  U

	u


 
 
 If  u

V

 
 
 U

V

and   U

 V

then  U

	u


 
 U

	u

U

U

	u

V


Proof  By induction on the structure of a derivation of  u

V

 
 
 U

 V


 By induction on the length of 
 
 using part 
 By  and 
Lemma If  rT
n
m 
 
 e   and   R  T
n
m then  R	r
 
 e 
R	r 
Proof By induction on the structure of a derivation of  rT
n
m 
 
 e   
 Normal Form
It is well known that equality rules in proof systems usually complicate derivations
and make theorems and lemmasmore dicult to prove These rules introduce many
unessential judgement derivations In this subsection we introduce the notion of
normal form derivation and of type and row in normal form respectively denoted
by 
N
and nf in  Although it is not possible to derive all judgements of the
system by means of these derivations we will show that all judgements whose rows
and type expressions are in nf are 
N
derivable Using this we can prove the
subject reduction theorem using only 
N
derivations
Denition   
N
e   is a normal form derivation only if the only appear
ance of an equality rule is as row  immediately following an occurrence of a
row fn appl rule
 The nf of a type and of a row are their normal form
It is easy to show that nf satises the following identities
Fact 	 nf class tR  class tnf R	 nf hhR j m

ii  hhnf R j mnf 

ii	
and nf 

  nf  


In  the type and row parts of the calculus are translated into the typed
calculus with function types over an assigned signature  called 

 In
Appendix  we present an extension of the translation function tr of  that takes
into account labeled types This extension is done by deleting the labels in labeled
types
The following theorem states that the row and type fragment of our calculus
is strongly normalizing and conuent For the proof we can refer to  since the
target calculus 

 of tr is unchanged
Theorem
  If   U  V then there is no in
nite sequence of 

reductions
out of U 
 If   U

 V

and U



U

and U



U

	 then there exists U

	 such that
U



U

and U



U


The following lemma states that for each derivation in our system it is possible to
nd a corresponding derivation in normal form Let A B stands for any statement
in the calculus and let nf ee
Lemma If   A B then nf   
N
nf A  nf B
Proof By induction on the structure of a derivation of   A  B We distinguish
three cases
 A  B is a statement of the form R  k or   T  The proof goes as in Lemma
	 of  Equality rules may be eliminated in the 
N
derivations because of
the unicity of the nf  Most cases follow directly from the induction hypothesis
while an interesting case is the row fn app rule
 A  B is a statement of the form    Most cases follow from the induction
hypothesis The only interesting case is when the last rule applied is width 
width 
  class thhR j nii  T n  SR
  class thhR j nii  class tR
By case  we get nf   
N
nf class thhR j nii  nf T  that is equal by
Fact 
 to nf   
N
class thhnf R j nnf ii  T  The hypothesis gives us
n  SR so n  Snf R by Fact 
 We can apply a width  rule to get
nf   
N
class thhnf R j nnf ii  class tnf R that is again by Fact

 nf   
N
nf class thhR j nii  nf class tR
 AB is a statement of the form e    If the last applied rule is sub  then the
thesis follows from case  All other cases are straightforward by induction
 Technical Lemmas
We are going to show some technical lemmas necessary to prove some parts of the
subject reduction theorem They essentially say that each component of a judgement
is wellformed
The following lemma shows that the contexts are wellformed in every judgement
and allows to treat contexts which are lists more like sets
Lemma  If  
N
A B then  
N

 If  
 

N
A B and  cC
 

N
 then  cC
 

N
A B
The second lemma allows us to build wellformed row expressions
Lemma  If  
N
t

   t
p
hhR j m

ii  T
p
n	 then  t

T     t
p
T 
N

i
 T for each 
i
in 

and  t

T     t
p
T 
N
R  mn
 If  
N
class thhR j m

ii  T then  tT 
N

i
 T for each 
i
in 

and
 tT 
N
R  m
The proofs of the above two lemmas are easy extensions of the proofs of Lemmas
	 and 	 in  The last lemma of this section assures us that we can deduce
only wellformed types for objects
Lemma  If  
N
   then  
N
  T and  
N
  T 
 If  
N
e   then  
N
  T 
Proof By induction on the structure of derivations
 Most cases are trivial or come from the induction hypothesis We consider the
case in which the last applied rule is width  The hypothesis of the rule gives
us  
N
class thhR j nii  T  Let R be hhm

ii for some m 

 By lemmas 
 and   we have that  tT 
N
  We can apply empty row rule to
get  tT 
N
hhii  mn By lemma   we have that  tT 
N

i
 T for each

i
in 

 By applying a sequence of row ext rules to the above judgements
we get  tT 
N
hhm

ii  n Finally using the class rule we can conclude
 
N
class thhm

ii  T 
 The only case not treated in  is when the last applied rule is sub  This
case immediately follows from part 
 Subject Reduction Theorem
We are going to prove the subject reduction property for our calculus by a case
analysis of the
eval
 rules
The next lemma is used to prove that reduction preserves types
Lemma  If  x

 
 

N
e

 

and  
N
e

 

then  
 

N
e

	xe





 If  
N
e   and e

e
 
then  
N
e
 
  
Proof  By induction on the structure of a derivation of  x

 
 

N
e

 


For each case we distinguish whether the x variable occurs free in e

or does
not occur at all
 By 
Now we can state the Subject Reduction Theorem
Theorem If  
N
e   and e
eval
 e
 
then  
N
e
 
 
Proof It is enough to give that each of the basic evaluation steps preserves the type
of the expression being reduced We show the derivation for the lefthand side of
each rule considering the most dicult cases in which the sub  rule is applied
after each other rule and then we build the correct derivation for the righthand
side For the rules succ and next we consider the  cases only The
cases are similar
  xe

e

eval
 e

	xe

 This case follows from Lemma 
  e n
eval
 e ne In this case the lefthand side derivation is
meth appl
sub 
 
N
e 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 n
f

mg
ii
 
N
e n  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii	t
 
N
e n  
We can build the derivation for the righthand side as follows The judgement
 
N
e  class thhR j m n
f

mg
ii implies by Lemma  
 
N
class thhR j m n
f

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ii  T  So Lemma   produces  tT 
N
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 m n
Therefore we can conclude as follows
exp app
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N
e 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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 
N
e ne 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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f

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ii	t
 
N
e ne  
where D is the following derivation
meth search
 
N
e 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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
f

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T 
N
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 m n
 
N
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 n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f

mg
ii	tt 
 succ he

 ne

i  n
eval
 e

 In this case the lefthand side is
obj ext
sub 
meth search
sub 
 
N
e

 class thhR j mii  tT 
N
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 ShhR j mii
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N
e

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f

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 
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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
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
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N
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N
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
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
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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N
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
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Observe that it is not possible to forget n in the rst application of sub  rule
since afterwards we have to type its search Moreover it is not possible to forget
any of the m methods since n uses them
From  tT 
N
R
  
 m n by applying row fn abs rule we get  
N
tR
  

T m n This together with  rTm n 
N
e

 class thhrt j m n
f

mg
ii	tt 
implies by Lemma   e

 class thhtR
  
t j m n
f

mg
ii	tt  So by Lem
ma  we can conclude  
N
e

 class thhR
  
j m n
f

mg
ii	tt  Then we build
a derivation for the righthand side as follows
sub 
 
N
e

 class thhR
  
j m n
f

mg
ii	tt 
 
N
e

 
This proof shows the usefulness of labeled types Thanks to the label fmg that
contains all the methods used by n it is possible to reconstruct the correct type of
e

in the derivation of the lefthand side of the rule and therefore the correct type
of the righthand side
 next he

 me

i  n
eval
 e

 n
There are two possible cases according to whether the labeled type of m contains
n or not We consider the rst case the second being similar The lefthand side is
meth search
sub 
D  t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N
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 q n
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
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where D is the following derivation
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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
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
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
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
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
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 
j q

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The correctness of the application of sub  rule in D implies that hhq

 n
f

qg
ii
is a subrow of hhR j p n
f

qg
 m

f

png
ii Moreover the condition m  ShhR j
p n
f

qg
ii implies m  fqg Therefore hhR j p n
f

qg
ii  hhR
   
j q

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
f

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ii
for a suitable R
   
 So we can build the derivation for the righthand side as follows
meth search
sub 
 
N
e

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   
j q

 n
f

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ii  tT 
N
R
  
 q n
 
N
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
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f

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N
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Clearly the lefthand sides of all other evaluation rules cannot be typed
	 Type Soundness
The subject reduction proof shows the power of our typing system Labeled types
not only allow a restricted form of subtyping that enriches the set of types of
typable objects but they also lead us to nd a simpler and more natural operational
semantics in which no transformations on the objects are necessary to get the body
of a message In fact the typing rule for the  operation is strictly based on the
information given by the labels Moreover since an
eval
 produces the object err
when a message m is sent to an expression which does not dene an object with a
method m the type soundness follows from Theorem 
Theorem If  
N
e   is derivable for some  and  	 then the evaluation of
e cannot produce err	 ie e 
eval
 err
Notice that in  the type soundness was proved by introducing a structural
operational semantics and showing suitable properties
 Conclusions
This paper extends the delegationbased calculus of objects of 
 with a subtyping
relation between types This new relation states that two types of objects with dier
ent numbers of methods can be subsumed under certain restrictions This restricted
form of subsumption is conservative with respect to the features of delegationbased
languages which are present in the original system
Among the other proposals that allow width specialization we have studied one
solution is to explicitely coerce an object with more methods into an object with less
methods by expanding each call of a method that does not belong to the smaller
type with the proper body of that method This solution forces a new subsumption
rule that performs explicitely this job this rule creates a quite dierent object but
allows to eliminate the labels and the restrictions on them
Further goals of our research are
  nding a denotational model for the calculus
  adding some mechanism to model encapsulation
  determining if the typechecking of this calculus is decidable
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Appendix   Evaluation Rules
 xe

e

eval
 e
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 e m
eval
 e me
succ he

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
i  m
eval
 e

next he

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i  m
eval
 e

 m
err  herr m  ei
eval
 err
err abs xerr
eval
 err
err appl err e
eval
 err
err  err n
eval
 err
fail hi hi  m
eval
 err
fail abs xe m
eval
 err
Appendix  Typing rules
General Rules
start
   
proj
    A  B  
   A B
weak
   A B   
 
  
  
 
  A  B
Rules for type expressions
type var
    t  dom 
  tT   
type arr
   

 T    

 T
   



 T
class
  tT   R  m
   class tR  T
Type and row equality
We consider conversion of type variables bound by  or class and application of the
principle
hhhhR j n

 
 
ii j m

 

ii  hhhhR j m

 

ii j n

 
 
ii
within type or row expression to be conventions of syntax rather than explicit rules of
the system Additional equations between types and rows arise as result of 	reduction
written 

 or 


type 	
     T  


 
   
 
 T
row 	
   R  
 R
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R
 
   R
 
 

type eq
   e    


 
   
 
 T
   e  
 
Rules for rows
empty row
   
   hhii  m
row var
    r  dom 
  rT
n
m   
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   R 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n
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   R 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n
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row fn abs
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row fn app
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n
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row ext
   R  m n      T
   hhR j n
 
ii  m
Rules for assigning types to terms
exp var
     T x  dom 
  x   
empty obj
   
   hi  class thhii
exp abs
  x

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 

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Appendix  Translation Function tr   Row   Types
 

Given the following signature 
Type Constant  typmeth
Term Constant  iot
i
 typ for each constant type 
i
er  meth
ar  typtyptyp
cl  typmethtyp
br
m
 methtypmeth for each method name m
the function tr  Row 	 Types

 is inductively dened as follows
tr
i
  iot
i
trr  r
trt  t trhhii  er
tr



  ar tr

 tr

 trhhR j m

ii  br
m
trR tr 
trclass tR  cl ttyptrR trtR  ttyptrR
trR   trR tr 
We extend tr to kinds and contexts in the standard way
trT   typ trT
n
m  typ
n
meth
tr   tr T   tr 	 ftr  trT g
tr x   tr  tr 

 

  tr  	 ftr

  tr

g
tr tT   tr 	 ftrttrT g tr r  tr 	 ftrttrg
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